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1 Introduction
A Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) is an input device that
allows a user to drive a specific application (e.g. virtual
keyboard [10], cursor control [28], robot control [24])
using EEG data induced by thinking to a specific notion
or mental state (e.g. mental calculation, imagination of
movement, mental rotation of objects). This mental state
is then recognized by the machine using a classifier. The
first objective BCI performance measure is due to Wolpaw et al in 1998 [28], where the bit-rate, or informationtransfer rate, was defined based on Shannon channel
theory with some simplifying assumptions. Bit-rates
commonly reported range from 5 to about 25 bits/minute
[29].
In this article, we compare the bit-rate definitions used
in the BCI domain and propose recommendations for
optimizing the number of mental states in a BCI. The
article is organized as follows: first, a review of the
noisy channel theory is presented, as a support to the
BCI model described. Existing bit-rates definitions used
in the BCI domain are then presented and analyzed.

2 Noisy Channel Theory
A channel is a communication medium that allows the
transmission of information from a sender A to a receiver B. Due to imperfections in that medium, the

transmission process is subject to noise and B might
receive information differing from the one emitted by
A. The simplest noisy channel is the additive noise
channel where the received signal Y is the sum of an
emitted signal X and some independent noise Z here
assumed Gaussian. Since we deal with real, physical
input signals, the input signal energy is limited (which
also implies that X has zero mean in order to minimize
its energy, E[X2]≤σX). The information channel capacity is the quantity of reliable information carried by
one symbol transmitted through the channel.
The channel capacity depends on the input signal distribution as well as on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [5].
For
continuous
input
signal
and
using
SNR=10⋅log10(σX2/σZ2), the capacity (in bits/symbol) is:

(
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For discrete Pulse Amplitude Modulated input with N
symbols of a priori probability p(X=xi)=1/N (denoted
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Abstract - A comparison of different bit-rate definitions
used in the Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) community
is proposed; assumptions underlying those definitions
and their limitations are discussed. Capacity estimates
using Wolpaw and Nykopp bit-rates are computed for
various published BCIs. It appears that only Nykopp's
bit-rate is coherent with channel coding theory. Wolpaw's definition might lead to underestimate the real bitrate and to infer wrong conclusions about the optimal
number of symbols; its use should be avoided. The usage of a proper bit-rate assessment is motivated and
advocated. Finally, it is found that the typical signal-tonoise ratio of current BCIs lies around 0 dB.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the capacity for Gaussian input
C and for discrete equiprobable input CN as a function of
the number of symbols N and of the SNR.

The probability p(y|xi) is the probability that the continuous symbol y is recognized when the symbol xi is
sent. The variance σZ2 of the noise Z is given by
σZ2 = σX2 ⋅ 10-SNR/10.

depends on the application, and the noise is probably
not always Gaussian distributed. Finally yet importantly, the fact that symbol values are most of the time
imposed by the used feature might impose additional
constraints on xi.

The capacity CN has to be determined by numerical
integration. Figure 1 compares the continuous capacity
C (Eq. 1) and the discrete equiprobable capacity CN
(Eq. 2). There is an asymptotic difference of 1.53 dB
between C and C∞ (the discrete capacity for N=∞), so
called shaping loss. In all cases, the continuous capacity is greater than the discrete equiprobable capacity.

4 Review of Existing Bit-Rate
Definitions

3 BCI Model
The BCI is modeled using an additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel as follows [15], [25], [26], see
Figure 2. A mental task wi (e.g. mental calculation),
selected amongst N possible mental tasks, is encoded
by the brain, producing a discrete memoryless feature
xi (e.g. power spectral density, auto-regressive model
coefficients). This feature is perturbed by an additive
Gaussian noise Z~N(0,σz2) induced by the background
brain activity, considered as independent of X. The
resulting feature Y=X+Z is decoded as Ŵ by a classifier able to recognize M symbols (M=N+1 for classifiers with rejection capability and M=N for classifiers
without rejection capability). No prior knowledge is
assumed about the occurrence probability of classes,
therefore they can be in general considered as nonequiprobable (p(wi)≠1/N). The capacity can thus be
computed by numerical integration using Eq. 2.
Z ~N(0,σZ2)

Farwell and Donchin have proposed the first bit-rate
definition in 1988 [10] when they designed the first
BCI. The second definition is due to Wolpaw et al
(1998, [28]), the third one to Nykopp (2001, [20]). All
theses definitions are based on Shannon channel capacity. All bit-rates are indicated in bits/symbol, and
can be converted to bits/minute according to B=V⋅R
with V being the classification speed (in symbols/minute) and R the information carried by one
symbol (in bits/symbol).
The most popular definition is the one from Wolpaw,
which is reasonably simple and has often been used
([27], [28], [29], [30] and papers in Table 1). The most
generic definition is the one from Nykopp, which corresponds to Shannon channel capacity theory (see previous sections). Wolpaw’s as well as Farwell and Donchin’s definitions are in fact simplifications of
Nykopp’s definition.

4.1

Farwell & Donchin Definition

When designing the first BCI in 1988, Farwell & Donchin introduced a bit-rate definition that did not take
the classifier accuracy into account. The assumptions
made were of a classifier without rejection (M=N), and
perfect (i.e. no classification error). This therefore
leads to an identity transition matrix p ( wˆ j wi ) =I of

Figure 2: Model of the BCI using an AWGN channel.

size NxN. The mental states were assumed to be
equiprobable, thus p(wi)=1/N. From Eq. 6, these assumptions lead to the following bit-rate definition (in
bits/symbol):

The transition matrix p ( wˆ j wi ) , also called confusion

RFarwell & Donchin = log 2 N .
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matrix, is computed during the classifier training
phase. This matrix describe the probability that a mental task wi is recognized as a mental task wˆ i . The diagonal of the transition matrix is the classifier accuracy, thus a perfect classifier has an identity confusion
matrix [20].
This BCI model however does not truly correspond to
a real BCI application, but more to an ideal BCI. First,
the source is not always memoryless. For example, in
average-trial protocols, the user repeats the same symbol a given number of times: the probability that the
next symbol is the same than the current one is high.
Secondly, the type of noise (background brain activity)

4.2

Wolpaw Definition

In 1998, Wolpaw et al suggested that it could be interesting to consider the performance measurement not
only from the accuracy standpoint but also from the
information rate point of view [28]. Using the definition of the information rate proposed by Shannon (see
Eq. 6) for noisy channels, they made some simplifying
assumptions.
First, they supposed that N symbols are recognized if
N symbols are emitted by the user. They did not consider additional symbols (such as a "not recognized"
mental state) as would be the case for classifiers with
rejection, or their equivalent erasure channels. The
second assumption is that the symbols (or mental

states) have all the same a priori occurrence probability p(wi)=1/N. The third assumption is that the classifier accuracy P is the same for all target symbols
( p ( wˆ j wi ) =P for i=j))1. The fourth assumption is that
the classification error 1-P is equally distributed
amongst all remaining symbols ( p ( wˆ j wi ) =(1-P)/(N1) for i≠j). From Eq. 6, all theses assumptions lead to
the following simplified bit-rate definition (in
bits/symbol):
1− P
RWolpaw = log 2 N + P ⋅ log 2 P + (1 − P ) ⋅ log 2
. (5)
N −1

4.3

Nykopp Definition

Nykopp’s capacity has been introduced in the framework of the Adaptive Brain Interface (ABI) project
[20]. The ABI is a BCI with rejection capacity meaning that no decision is taken if the confidence level of
the classification does not exceed a certain threshold.
This is modeled by means of an erasure channel2
where some symbols might be lost during transmission
[5]. In summary, Nykopp's capacity is defined by (in
bits/symbol):

C = max p ( x ) I ( X ; Y )

(

)

( )

(

RNykopp = I W ;Wˆ = H Wˆ − H Wˆ W

)

(6)

M

H (Wˆ ) = − ∑ p ( wˆ j ) ⋅ log 2 p ( wˆ j )
j =1
N

p ( wˆ j ) = ∑ p ( wi ) ⋅ p ( wˆ j wi )
i =1

(

)

N

M
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H Wˆ W = − ∑∑ p ( wi ) ⋅ p ( wˆ j wi ) ⋅ log 2 p ( wˆ j wi )

The a priori symbol probabilities p(wi) are computed
by means of the Arimoto-Blahut optimization algorithm [14], in order to obtain the best bit-rate or capacity for the underlying channel specified by a given
transition matrix.

5 Methods
In order to compare bit-rate definitions, we will compute the difference between the discrete equiprobable
capacity and the bit-rates given by each definition. To
this end, we model the discrete input signal as a Pulse
Amplitude Modulation (PAM) signal with N symbols,
the noise Z as independent and Gaussian distributed as
1

The mean or the maximum of the transition matrix diagonal is
sometimes used when the classifier accuracy is not the same for all
classes [21]. The use of the mean is only correct is the symbols are
equiprobable; in the other case, the diagonal must be weighted by
the a-priori probabilities.

2

In this definition, it is considered that the transition matrix and the
matrix that describes the channel are the same.

in the proposed model. All symbols have the same
probability p(X=wi)=1/N, denoted by p(wi). This leads
to the signal distribution shown in Figure 3.
p(y)
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Figure 3: Discrete equiprobable signal using PAM.
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Although PAM does not appropriately model all types
of BCI features, it appears to be adequate for at least
several classes of them (e.g. P300, SSVEP and Common Spatial Patterns; PAM modelling of other classes
is under investigation). Furthermore, PAM is chosen
since it models near to optimal features leading to an
information transfer rate close to the capacity. More
complex feature models like Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation could be used to lower the shaping loss,
but PAM is a good compromise between complexity
and performance. Equiprobable symbols are used since
it would be impractical to simulate every possible symbol distribution, and because Wolpaw's bit-rate definition does not support non-equiprobable symbols. In
this case, the accuracy P is therefore computed as the
maximum of the transition matrix diagonal; the use of
the maximum instead of the mean models the worst
case.
A Bayes hard-classifier has been used, since it is
known to be the near-to-optimal hard-classifier if the
underlying distribution of the data is known [9] (which
is the case since Z is known, see Figure 3). Softclassifier would produce even better results but a hard
classifier is sufficient to demonstrate the differences
between the bit-rate definitions. The classifier is considered to have no rejection capability (M=N) to ensure a fair comparison between bit-rate definitions.

6 Results and Discussion
As a hard-classifier is being used, we can expect that the
bit-rate will be smaller than or equal as the discrete equiprobable capacity: the smaller the difference is, the better the bit-rate definition will be. The only difference
between bit-rate definition parameters being the transition matrix, we can expect that the divergence between
results will be due to the transition matrix only.

6.1

Discussion of Farwell&Donchin
Bit-rate Definition

In Farwell & Donchin bit-rate definition, the classifier
is considered perfect. This does of course not correspond to a real BCI. This definition leads to a strong
bit-rate over-estimation in low SNRs (see Figure 4),
especially because the typical BCI SNR is around 0 dB
(see Table 1). This definition should therefore not be

used in practice. Its main interest is to show the maximum achievable bit-rate for high SNRs.

Figure 4: Farwell & Donchin bit-rate minus the discrete
equiprobable capacity.

6.2

Discussion of Wolpaw's Bit-rate
Definition

Figure 5 compares Wolpaw's bit-rate (Eq. 5) with the
discrete signal capacity for equiprobable symbols. The
difference should ideally be zero, but as seen in the
previous section this is not the case due to the hard
classifier and of PAM features. Furthermore, for Wolpaw's definition, this difference increases with the
number of classes for specific values of signal-to-noise
ratio. Wolpaw's bit-rate definition is therefore not appropriate for more than 4 or 5 symbols.

Figure 5: Wolpaw's bit-rate definition minus the discrete
equiprobable capacity. The difference increases with N.

This increasing difference with the number of classes
could be explained by the fact that Wolpaw's assumptions (Eq. 5) do not hold in a number of practical situations. First, the number of recognized symbols is not
always equal to the number of input symbols, like in
the ABI of Millán et al where the classifier has a rejection capability [16], [20], [24]. Secondly, the a priori
occurrence probability p(wi) is not always the same for
all symbols, as has been shown in a number of studies
[12], [13], [20], [21], [23]. This is especially true when
using the oddball paradigm [1], [2], [7], [10], if the
application is a virtual keyboard (due to unequal letter
appearance frequencies [7], [10]), or if average-trial
protocols are used [1], [7], [10], [15], [19] where the
probability of the next symbol depends on the current
symbol. Thirdly, the classifier accuracy p ( wˆ i wi ) has

also been shown to differ between symbols [2], [3]
[11], [16], [17], [20], [21], [22], [24] and thus cannot
be reduced to the scalar accuracy P.
Finally, the error is not equally distributed over the
remaining symbols [2], [3], [11], [16], [17], [20], [21],
[24]. In fact, given the theoretical framework presented here (discrete memoryless source, equiprobable
symbols, M=N), the only difference between the results from our model and those using Wolpaw’s assumptions is the classification error distribution on
those remaining mental tasks. Thus, the difference
shown on Figure 5 only depends on this error distribution.

6.3

Discussion of Nykopp's bit-rate
definition

In Nykopp's bit-rate definition, the a priori symbol
probabilities p(wi) are computed by means of the Arimoto-Blahut optimization algorithm [14], in order to
obtain the best bit-rate or capacity for the underlying
channel specified by a given transition matrix. This
does not truly correspond to a real BCI because in
most cases the application imposes the a priori symbols probability, e.g. [12], [20], [21]. Furthermore, an
equiprobable a priori symbol probability is needed for
comparison. The Arimoto-Blahut optimization algorithm was therefore not been used for comparison.

Figure 6: Nykopp's bit-rate definition minus the discrete
equiprobable capacity.

Figure 6 compares Nykopp's bit-rate definition with
the discrete signal capacity for equiprobable symbols.
Ideally, the difference should be zero, but due to the
use of a hard classifier and of PAM features, this difference is bounded by 0.3 bit/trial.

6.4

Comparison between Nykopp's
and Wolpaw's bit-rate definitions

Using the previous hypotheses, Figure 7 presents the
difference between Wolpaw's bit-rate and Nykopp's
bit-rate ΔR = RWolpaw − RNykopp. It shows that depending
on the number of symbols and on the SNR, Wolpaw's
bit-rate can be higher, lower or equal to Nykopp's bitrate. For N=2 (error distributed on one symbol only) or
when the SNR is very high or very low, both definitions lead to the same bit-rate. For typical BCI SNR
values (about 0 dB, see Table 1), Wolpaw's definition
is at most 0.1 bit/symbol greater than Nykopp's defini-

tion if N≤5, and lower than Nykopp's definition for
N>5 (the difference increases with N). Two BCIs with
bit-rates computed using different definitions should
therefore not be directly compared, even if the difference between Wolpaw and Nykopp definitions are
small for typical number of classes and SNRs.
Based on the analysis of a number of experimental published protocols and results, it has been possible to compute Wolpaw's and Nykopp's bit-rates in bits/trial and in
bits/minute (Table 1). This table only intends to compare
Table 1. Computation of the bit-rates for various
published BCIs according to Wolpaw's and Nykopp's
definitions (RWolpaw and RNykopp, in bits/trial). The
mean accuracy P (in %) and speed V (in trials/minute) are calculated for a given experiment
taking all users into account. The SNR (in dB) is determined using a simulated transition matrix. The
bit-rate B is computed in bits/minute using RWolpaw
and V for the sake of comparison with others studies. A plus (+) denotes articles where the transition
matrix was simulated to allow for Nykopp's bit-rate
calculation. "NA" stands for "Not Available".
BCI group

N

P

[4]+
[19]+
BerlinBCI [8]+
BerlinBCI [8]+
BerlinBCI [8]+
BerlinBCI [8]+
BerlinBCI [8]+
Graz-BCI [21]+
Graz-BCI [21]+
Graz-BCI [21]+
Graz-BCI [21]
Wadsworth [18]+
Wadsworth [18]+
Wadsworth [18]+
Wadsworth [18]+
ABI [20]
ABI [16]
ABI [24]

10
36
2
3
4
5
6
2
3
4
5
2
3
4
5
3
3
3

90.0
80.0
87.5
73.1
61.2
51.9
44.8
91.0
78.0
63.0
52.7
89.3
77.9
74.7
67.0
69.2
53.1
88.3

RWolpaw RNykopp SNR V
2.54
3.42
0.46
0.47
0.42
0.36
0.31
0.56
0.60
0.46
0.38
0.51
0.60
0.78
0.75
0.39
0.12
0.95

2.51
3.78
0.46
0.46
0.42
0.37
0.34
0.56
0.58
0.46
0.43
0.51
0.57
0.77
0.77
0.43
0.15
0.96

17.5
25.0
1.2
0.8
0.1
-0.5
-0.9
2.5
2.3
0.6
-0.2
1.9
2.2
4.0
3.8
-0.6
-5.8
5.8

10.8
11.1
13.3
13.3
13.3
13.3
13.3
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
10.9
10.9
10.9
10.9
NA
11.0
NA

Nykopp's and Wolpaw's bit-rate definitions; it does not
compare different BCI paradigms. Most of the studies
shown here use Wolpaw's bit-rate definition with N>2.
The SNR has been determined using a simulated transition matrix (see the "methods" section). For published
results which do not specify the transition matrix needed
to compute Nykopp's bit-rate, this matrix was simulated
using PAM features and the Bayes classifier theory, as
previously.
These computations show that the typical BCI signal-tonoise ratio can be estimated to lie between –6 and 6 dB
(see Table 1). An exception is for the first two BCIs of
the Table where evoked potentials are used: these BCIs
cannot really be compared to the others. The mean bitrate B of all bit-rates B of Table 1 is 11 bits/minute,
which is in the range of what is stated in [29] (about 5-25
bits/minute), but very low compared to a typical keyboard bit-rate. These SNR estimates are based on PAM
features that appear to be valid for various types of BCIs
(see previous section); in the other cases, the estimates
might be indicative. Another method to compute the
SNR is presented in [26].

B

7 Conclusions

27.4
38.0
6.1
6.3
5.6
4.8
4.1
5.4
5.7
4.4
3.7
5.6
6.6
8.5
8.2
NA
1.3
NA

In this paper, we made a comparison between existing
bit-rate definitions used in the Brain-Computer Interface domain. A theoretical study has shown that bitrates computed from Wolpaw's definition decreases
when N increases for specific SNR, especially in the
range of current state-of-the-art BCIs. The study of
several BCIs showed that their average bit-rate is of the
order of 11 bits/minute (using either Wolpaw's or
Nykopp's definition) and that the typical SNR is mainly
between –6 to 6 dB.
Theoretical as well as practical comparisons between
Wolpaw's bit-rate definition and the discrete capacity
for equiprobable symbols show that Wolpaw's bit-rates
underestimates the real bit-rate for more than 4 symbols1. This could lead to wrong conclusions about the
optimal number of symbols to use, so Wolpaw's definition should be avoided. Instead, Nykopp's bit-rate
definition should be used, but without the ArimotoBlahut optimization of the a priori symbols probability. As various BCIs currently employ Wolpaw's bitrate, shifting to Nykopp's bit-rate would make BCI
performance comparisons difficult. Therefore, to allow
comparison with previous studies and if feasible, bitrates computed according to both definitions should be
indicated.
The bit-rate allows making objective comparisons between BCIs that are using different protocols or that

Figure 7. Difference ΔR between Wolpaw's bit-rates
and Nykopp's bit-rates, in bits/trial. ΔR values are positive when Wolpaw's bit-rates are larger than Nykopp's
bit-rates and negative when lower. Since positive values
are very small, they are marked in dark.

1

This contradicts the classical channel theory stating that the bit-rate
increases when the number of symbols increases.

are designed for different applications. It can also help
to solve the features selection problem (the features
with a high information-rate are more involved in the
decision process) [6] or can be used as user feedback
[26].
Although the bit-rate is an objective measure, its use is
controversial. It may not be the right measure for all
BCI applications: it is well adapted for keyboard applications, but the commonly used Fitt’s law could be
better suited for comparing pointing devices. For applications where a high classifier accuracy is needed
(e.g. control of a wheelchair or of a robot in hostile
environments), the bit-rate may not be the ideal performance measure [27] (e.g. in average-trial protocols,
the speed decreases in order to increase the accuracy,
leading to a low bit-rate [15]). In such critical applications, bit-rate definitions including cost-functions
could lead to a better measure, but with the disadvantage of losing some “objectivity” since the cost of a
wrong decision would be application dependent. For
asynchronous BCIs where most of the time the user
does not think to anything in particular (“idle state”
[2]), the bit-rate will be lower than when using other
BCI paradigms because of a higher p(wi) for that idle
state. In addition, for BCIs relying on evoked potentials, the bit-rate is generally higher than for “normal”
BCIs because these potentials produce higher SNRs,
allowing for the use of more symbols. Such BCIs
should thus not be compared with BCIs using other
paradigms.
We can thus conclude that further work should be
done in order to define which performance measure
would be the most adapted to each BCI application.
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